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Longley,McCarthy bump heads
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by Jell W. Beebe
University of Maine Chancellor Patrick
E. McCarthy said Monday that a United
Press International (UPI) report of an
exchange of letters between him and Gov.
James B. Longley was a "misinterpretation of communications."
In the three letter exchange, which took
place between Sept. 18 and Oct. 10,
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News analysis
Longley questioned the university's public
profile on faculty flight.
In a Friday release. UPI said Longley
"has told McCarthy to stop saying the
university is lo ing faculty members
because of low salaries."
The news-gathering service quoted, out
of context. two letters from Longley to
McCarthy. Reporter Mal Leary discovered
the letters in a packet of budgetary papers
within Bill Siebert's office at the State
Department of Finance and Administration.
Full quotations from the Longley letters
actually show that the governor challenged McCarthy to provide specific
examples of faculty loss due to low salary
levels.
"What he is actually saying is. 'if
are
you're going to say that faculty
*continued on page three*
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Student annoyed by Honors programformat
Jon Eddy, a senior Philosophy major
resigned from the honors program and the
honors council last week, citing "the
administration's resistance to change"
and the "lack of student interest in the
program."

In Eddy's opinion, the honors program
at UMO needs to be changed. Last year,
the honors council, the "overall policymaking body for the program", proposed
changes to improve the honors program.
This year, Eddy feels the improvements

Overpayment to veterans
results in attendance rule
Veteran's attendance in classes will
soon be regularly checked at UMO, a
policy which could eventually extend to all
students receiving federal financial aid.
The policy is a result of the Veteran
Administration's(VA)realization that they
gave GI benefits to a number of veterans
system-wide who did not attend classes.
According to UMO Registrar John F.
Collins, several veterans here collected
their benefits at the beginning of a
semester, went to classes for a week or
several weeks, and dropped out of school.
The VA estimates they overpaid about
$38,000 to veterans attending UMO
who stopped going to classes or dropped
below the 12 credit hour minimum
required by the VA to receive full
benefits.
Collins said the VA is trying to collect
the money from the errant veterans, and
has collected some of it. However, the VA
intends to hold the university liable for the
money which is not collected.
Collins said the VA feels this institution
has been "somewhat lax" about knowing
who is and is not attending classes. The
university is. supposed to notify the VA
within 30 days if a veteran stops attending

classes, but since the university does not
require attendance to be taken, absences
of veterans are often not noticed until the
end of a semester.
"The university is going to have to do
something," Collins said, or it may itself
liable for the money the veterans don't
pay back. According to Collins, the
university's legal counsel is investigating
the possibility of such liability if UMO is
found negligible in not reporting veteran
absences.
UMO Presijent Howard R. Neville does
not feel the university should be held
liable. In an interview with the Bangor
Daily News, he commented, "It seems to
me that this is a contract between the VA
and the veterans." Chancellor Patrick E.
McCarthy told the Campus that if the
university is charged with liability, the
university will fight the charges.
Many of the veterans on campus are up
in arms about the imminent change in
attendance policy. Emile Paradis, president of the UMVets at Orono, said a few
of them feel they are being singled out.
Some fear they will have to adhere to
stringent two or three cut policies. Paradis
*continued on page three*

bear "no resemblance" to those proposed
and are all "half-baked changes".
One of Eddy's dissatisfactions with the
program is the freshman honors course. In
past years. professors decided on the texts
but then taught the course differently.
This resulted in a varying amount of
workload in different classes.
The Honors Council, recognizing this
problem, passes a proposal for a "concept
paper" for freshman honors, developed by
Earling R. Skorpen, professor of philosophy. This paper presented a general
outline for the course. The proposal said
the faculty teaching the course should
develop a good curriculum together and
follow it. Eddy said two-to-three weeks
were needed to plan the course for the
year; instead, the faculty spent nine hours
developing a one-semester plan.
"They have yet to decide on next
semester's course," Eddy said.
Eddy also feels the freshman honor
courses should act as seminars where
students can throw around ideas.
"But many seminars simply become
history lectures," he said. "Because many
of the professors chosen to teach are
historians, they forget the philosophy
behind history and portray historical facts,
not philosophical ideas."
Dr. James M. Clark, vice-president for
academic affairs and director of the honors
council said he has "never seen it so
well." He added that he recognizes the
freshman honors program does not implement the idea Skorpen had in mind.
"but the improvement made this year is a
great step forward.•"
"The freshman honors staff meets

periodically." he explained. "This helps
to coordinate the program. And, the
honors program teaching budget has
increased.
"Before this year. professors were
carrying honor courses as an extra
workload. Now freshman and sophomore
classes are part of the regular schedule.
There are seven new freshman teachers
who have time to devote to the honors
program. so the classes should improve.
And. President Neville has given the
program full support."
Clark feels there are many good points
to the honors program. More students
area accepted each year and the curriculum has improved, he said. They now
have the Honors Center, a half-time
secretary, and an assistant to the director.
In addition, Fred Hutchinson, vicepresident for research and public service,
agreed to make $1.000 available to the
honors program this year to re-imburse
departments of campus for out-of-pocket
expenditures.
Robert B. Thomson. professor of political science and director of the honors
program since 1962, said the honors
council and staff do not agree that the
problem is as serious as Eddy thinks.
"Of the nine freshman teachers, only
two disagree with the pattern of the
program. Therefore, the strong majority
agree with the method of teaching," he
said.
Another fault Eddy said the program
has is that two professors, who received
poor ratings in a questionnaire given to
honor students last spring, are still
allowed to teach.
Continued on Page 6
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Amendments await vote

Voters to decide on referendum

idweek
ather
„
Tuesday
Might be cloudy', highs in the 50's.
Wednesday and Thursday
Chance of showers, highs in the
50's, overnight lows in the 40's.

What's
on
MENU—Wells Dining
VEGETARIAN
Room. Monday-Friday. 5:30 to 6 p.m.
WELLS WOODSHOP—A Handtool Carpentry Shop open to university and
community. Supervision is available. Open
Mondays 5-10 p.m., Wednesdays 6-10
p.m.. Thursdays. Fridays. and Sundays
1-5 p.m. Courses available through the
Hilltop Craft Center.
Tuesday. Oct. 2X
PET CARE—Topic this week is beneraf
Health Care with Dr. Frank Witter,
D.V.M. Peabody Lounge. Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
PUMPKIN CARVING CONTEST—Hole in
the Wall gallery. Memorial Union.
Judging is at 12:30 on Oct. 30. All
pumpkins must be in by 10 a.m. Oct. 30.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS—Open
meeting, MCA center. 8 p.m.
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS—J.V. and
Varsity basketball cheerleading tryouts,
Oct. 27, 28. 29. and 30. at Lengyel Gym, 8
p.m.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY MEETING-7 p.m..
FFA room. Memorial Union.
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE—
Every Tuesday. 7 p.m.. Maples.
DLS SPEAKER—Arthur Knight speaks on
"The History of Sex in the Cinema.”
Hauck. 8:15 p.m.
SANDWICH CINEMA—Classic Horror
Film. No. Lown Room. Memorial Union,
noon.

By Jell W. Beebe
Maine voters go to the polls one week
from today (Tuesday. Nov. 4) to decide the
fate of five proposed consitutional amendments and two proposed bond issues. One
bond issue would provide $900.000 for
renovations to the Robie-Andrews dormitory at the University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham. and the other will
provide $13.6 million to finance legislative
authorizations for highway and bridge
repair and improvements.
A spokesman for the housing department at UMPG .said the renovations are
needed to bring the Robie-Andrews
building "up to today's fire and safety
standards." Improvements are needed in
the building's electrical circuits, roofing,
and to correct structural problems that
have reduced the dorm's capacity from
200 to 80 residents.
The bond issue would be repaid over 20
years by an increase in room charges to
students at UMPG.
The five proposed amendments to the
state constitution range from the simple
and politically uncontroversial charges in
initiative and referendum petition procedures to the much debated, hard-fought

attempt to abolish Maine's 155-year-old
Executive Council.
One key amendment will mandate
annual sessions of the legislature, and
another with partisan conflicts will reapportion the state House of Representatives
into single-member districts. The fifth
proposal provides for succession to the
governor's office in the event a governor
is unable physically or mentally to
discharge his duties.
State Sen. Ted Curtis (R-Orono), Senate
chairman of the Joint Standing Committee
on State Government which originally
considered the constitutional issues, said
the abolition of the Executive Council is
proposed primarily to eliminate a body
"that exercises great power yet does not
have to stand the test of the polls."
Bills attempting to abolish the council
have been pushed for several years in the
legislature. but the 107th was the first to
put the question to the people. The
necessary '/.1 approvals in the Senate and
House were obtained in the final weeks of
the regular session after a great deal of
compromise among party leaders.
Curtis said most of the difficulties
involved the redistribution of the council's
powers,. which for the most part are

Memorial Union offers
more diverse programs

Wednesday. Oct. 29
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION TEACHIN—Sponsored by Orono Health Association and the American Cancer Society,
Orono Public Library. 8 p.m.
Dance
SERIES—National
CONCERT
Company of Mexico, Memorial Gymnasium. 8:15 p.m.
UMO FILM SOCIETY—Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho". 7 and 9:30 p.m., Hauck.
TRYOUTS—J.V.and
CHEERLEAD1NG
Varsity basketball cheerleading tryouts
Oct. 27. 28. 29. and 30 at Lengyel Gym. 8
p.m.
SENATE
STUDENT
GENERAL
MEETINGS-153 Barrows Hall. 6:30 p.m.
SANDWICH CINEMA—Classic Horror
Film. No. Lown room. Memorial Union.
noon.
1DB MOVIE—"The Return of the
Vampire." 7 and 19:30 p.m.. 130 Little
Hall.
Thursday. Oct. 30
CIVIL
OF
FRIENDS
CAMPUS
LIBERITES—So. Lown room. noon.
CONTEST—
CARVING
PUMPKIN
Judging at 12:30, Hole in the Wall gallery.
SOCIETY—"Wuthering
FILM
UMO
Heights." 7 and 9:30 p.m.. Hauck.
1DB MOVIE— 'The Return of the
Vampire." 7 and 9:30 p.m. 100 Nutting.
FENCING CLUB—Lengyel gym. 6-8:30
p.m.

news
briefs
The National Dance Company of Mexico
will appear at the Memorial Gym
Wednesday evening at 8:15 p.m. The
fifty-member company will perform the
"Fiesta Folklorico." a two-hour. eightpart panorama of historical, traditional,
and modern popular songs and dances

By Lisa Perro
UMO suffers more from a lack of
diversity than from a lack of social life,
according to David Rand. associate dean
of student affairs and director of the
Memorial Union.
"The students are into a syndrome of
'buy a keg. get the band or get the records
Rand.
out', and go," commented
"There's nothing wrong with that, but 1
think there's a need for other types of
social interaction."
Rand, along with the other professional
staff members of the Memorial Union, is
trying to provide some different options to
the student community. He is pulling
together a new activities board out of the
Memorial Union building. to program
such activities, once the function of the
Board
Activities
Union
Memorial
(MUAB).
Since it was decided last spring to fund
MUAB with revenue from the increased
student activity fee. Rand said the
organization has become, technically. an
agency of the student government. It is
supported entirely by student dollars,
rather than of university dollars, so it has
no real connection with the Memorial
Union. except it meets there and holds
functions there.
The university has, however, allocated
$5,000 to the Memorial Union so that it
may continue to program activities for the
student community.
Rand described the direction he feels
the new activities board will take. "We
want to expose the university community
to activities that are a kind of life-learning
orientation. A how-to orientation." He
believes the types of activities they've
planned so far are very practical types of
things, such as how to take care of your
car, how to care for your pet, and how to
play chess.
In the recreational area. the new board
is offering such how-to activities as cross
country skiing, rock climbing, making
snowshoes, making sleeping bags and
canoeing.
"We are trying to expose those people
who have an interest in activities that
result in their acquiring a skill that will
enable them to use a portion of their
leisure time constructively." Rand said.
Rand stressed that people from the
university are invited to take an interest in

powers ot confirmation and veto ot
gubernatorial appointments. pardons. and
firings. The first term senator said the
governor's powers will increase if the
council is abolished, while the confirmation function will go to the legislature. His
committee expects to release a detailed
report on the redistribution of council
tenction by the end of this week.
The amendment with the most important currect bearing is the last question on
the ballot, which proposed to require
annual meetings of the legislature.
Curtis said the change would deviate
very little from current practice, except
that the usual "special session" will be
mandatory, beginning on "the first
Wednesday after the first Tuesday in
January" in the second year following
legislative elections. The same limits that
now restrict the business of the so-called
special session will apply to the second
regular session, and special sessions may
still be called at any time.
Curtis personally hopes the amendment
will be ruled effective immediately upon
passage, and he asked the state Attorney
General Friday for an opinion. If the
Attorney General rules the amendment
effective immediately, the expected 107th
special session will be renamed "the
second regular session," and will begin
Jan. 7, 1976.
Gov. Longley would probably send the
question to the Maine Supreme Court in
that event, said Curtis, because Longley is
not in favor of opening the special session
that early.
The third significant proposed amendment will reapportion state electoral
districts to eliminate multi-member representation of several large cities in the

Dare Rand
Memorial Union programming. He encourages students to come in and talk to
him if they want to get involved.
"The most important thing about the
Union is the kind of thing emanating from
it," Rand said. "It's programming must
meet the social, recreational, cultural and
informational education needs of the
student community." Rand believes the
activities planned so far will be very
educational. "But." he stressed, "it's the
kind of education you're not going to get
in a classroom."
There are a number of other agencies
on campus involved in programming
activities for students, including MUAB,
the Interdorm Board (1DB). the music
department. the cultural affairs committee
and the athletic department. However,
Rand said the Union's programs are more
encompassing and more diverse than that
offered elsewhere.
"The Union building is in a unique
position to make a fine contribution to the
personal developement of a student by
this life-learning type of programming."
Rand observed. He emphasized that the
programs offered at the Union are, in his
opinion, just as important as any course
offered on campus. Besides the learning
available in the structured activities
mentioned, the Union gives students a
chance to learn in an unstructured social
environment. "Learning can occur over a
cup of coffee in the Damn Yankee," Rand
added.

House.
Curtis said this amendment will further
the principle of "one-man, one-vote" by
partitioning the large, city-wide districts.
It will also allow for improved representation, according to Curtis because elected
representatives will be more accessible.
and better able to communicate with a
small neiehborhood constituency.
Currently in large cities such as
Portland, Lewiston, and Bangor, voters
pick a slate of several representatives "at
large" to go to Augusta. The move to
eliminate this practice has been called by
some observers a Republican attempt to
weaken Democratic numerical majority
strength in multi-member Maine city
districts.
If this amendment is approved, a
bipartisan commission including three
private citizens will recommend a reapportionment plan to the 108th Legislature.
and the state would be redistricted by
commission again in 1983 and every ten
years thereafter according to federal
census data.
A fourth amendment deals with requirements and paperwork needed for
initiation and referendum petitioning. It
clarifies deadlines and legal rules, and it
would allow the Secretary of State to send
a question to referendum in the event the
governor is unable to sign a petition
within his allotted deadline, as was the
case earlier this year when Longley was
hospitalized in Boston for surgery and a
referendum question regarding state purchase of Bigelow Mountain area land was
kept off the Nov. 4 ballot.
The last proposed amendment establishes procedure for replacing the governor should he become physically or
mentally unable to serve, by his own
admission, or by determination of the
Supreme Court upon request by the
Secretary of State. In all cases of
gubernatorial vacancy, by death or disability, the President of the Senate
succeeds to the office.
The Joint Standing Committee on State
Government studied 40 proposed constitutional amendments during the 107th
regular session. said Curtis. The largest
number, seven, dealt with abolition of the
Executive Council.
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:

Longley letters demand fair 'faculty flight' facts
*from page one*
leaving because of salaries, prove it',"
McCarthy said.
The first letter in the exchange, from
Longley to McCarthy on Sept. 18, 1975,
was a follow-up to a meeting the two had
in Longley's office, regarding postsecondary education. At that meeting,
Longley raised questions about salaries
and McCarthy's special salary team. The
committee was appointed the first week of
September.
Longley wrote as follows: "A study of
faculty salaries in dollar quantities should
also very carefully examine the question of
whether or not there is an excess quantity
of faculty or administration staff, including the important equation of workloads
on all campuses. Frankly, I am advised
subsequent to our meeting that there is an
abundance of qualified faculty desirous to
come to Maine.
"In any event I am not in agreement, at
least based on the facts that I have, that
statements attributable to the university
and at least one of the presidents that you
are losing faculty are equated to the fact
that you are losing quality faculty. If I am
in error I would invite specific examples.
Otherwise I would urge you to advise the

university administration that they should
avoid further use of this type of 'scare'
and 'misleading' information to 'build a
case'.
"by the same token, I strongly .support
fair and equitable salaries whether we are
talking about the University of Maine or
state government."
Longley's references to "at least one of
the presidents" and "scare" statements
are references to UMO President Howard
R. Neville, who on Sept. 2 had told a
"Welcome Back" faculty breakfast meeting, "Some of our best young talent is
being bled away from our university
because our salaries seem hopelessly
behind those in other universities."
Neville added that he thought the
necessary salary freeze was a "devastating blow" and that -another budget year
like this one would raise very serious
doubts about our future as a land-grant
institution."
Following receipt of Longley's Sept. 18
letter, McCarthy replied, reiterating the
claim that salaries at the University of
Maine campuses were lower than comparable institutions and that they were indeed
causing faculty flight.
Meanwhile, the Board of Trustees, at

Attendance checks may extend
to all students on federal grants
*from page one•
feels those who are the most upset do not
understand the situation. Paradis stressed
the new policy would not affect most
veterans as long as they attend classes on
a reasonable regular basis.
Paradis also felt the overpayment of
benefits has been a minimal problem at
UMO and throughout Maine, as compared
to other institutions. He said the majority
of veterans misused benefits largely out of
• negligence, rather than an intention to
cheat the VA.
The university is expected to send a list
of veterans to all faculty members, asking

them to report any prolonged veteran
absences within the next few weeks. The
policy is being implemented by the
university to protect itself from future
liability. It is not being required by the
VA. Paradis said.
Paradis believes that within the next
few years this policy will be extended to
other students receiving grants, loans, or
scholarships. Collins agreed that there
was some concern about the same type of
situation arising with students receiving
federal aid, adding that it could be
another area the university will have to
start checking.

Movie festival, speaker
highlight UMO Film Week
Five films and a presentation by Arthur
Knight will highlight UMO Film Week,
which began last night in the Bangor
Room, Memorial Union with a party and a
film
documentary, "Holl),wood—The
Golden Years."
"The UMO Film Society is sponsoring
film week," said Bill Gordon, president of
the organization. "We'd like to bring
recognition of ourselves to UMO and to
promote film as an art form. We'd also
like to gain more members for our
group."
Knight, who is appearing as part of the
Distinguished Lecture Series, will speak
on "The History of Sex in the Cinema"
tonight at 8:15 in Hauck Auditorium. A
former critic for the Saturday Review.
Knight is now a professor of Cinema at
the University of Southern California.

Knight will relate alternating periods of
permissiveness and repression in film to
their historical, sociological, and psychological roots, from Edison's "The Kiss"
(1896) through "Deep Throat" (1972),
illustrated with film clips.
The films to be shown in this week's
series will be "Psycho," on Wednesday
Oct. 29 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium; ''Wuthering Heights on
Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7 And 9:30 in Hauck
Auditorium; "Oklahoma," on Friday Oct.
31, at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Nutting Hall;
"Singin' in the Rain," on Saturday Nov.
I. at 7 and 9:30 in Nutting Hall; and "Is
There Sex After Death," on Sunday, Nov.
2 at 3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30 and 9:00 p.m. in
Nutting Hall. This movie is rated X and no
one under 17 will be admitted.

the Sept. 24 meeting, approved a SI
million salary increase request. The
increase was included as part of a $4.68
million additional funding request to be
made at the hoped-for special session of
the 107th legislature. At that time, and
several occasions since, McCarthy said
across the board salary increases would be
the "number one priority" in special
session strategy.
Longley again wrote to McCarthy, on
Oct. 10, expressing misgivings about the
makeup of the salary study committee,
challenging
specifically
time
this
McCarthy to support Neville's "allegations".
"Very candidly, I think the salary study
commission is so narrow that it appears to
be more in the direction of supporting a
salary request than it would appear to be
broad brush objective. While I have
indicated I have a tremendous respect for
these individuals, I question whether or
not they have the expertise in this specific
area in which to base a conclusion
justifying increased tuition or taxpayer
support.
"By the same token, I am advised there
is an abundance of excellent faculty
available in the post secondary area and
once again I would ask you for specific
names and lengths of service and reasons
for leaving. Otherwise, I would ask you
and at least one of your campus presidents
to avoid further indication that the faculty
is 'losing valuable faculty because of
salary shortages.' Frankly, I think we
need to be fair, and I am challenging you
to support the allegation of at least one
of the campus presidents. although I think
your statements have been more moderate."
McCanby said the exchange with
Longley is indicative of "the open lines of
communication we have established. If all
was sweetness and light passing over
everything, it wouldn't be cougstnication,
it would be ceremony, and I don't want
that.••
When asked if he felt Longley was
hassling him. McCarthy firmly denied it.
"It's not an imposition at all. and I hope it
will continue." He emphasized the university will respond to the governor's
challenge. "We'll tell him," he said.
"We're certainly going to give him the
evidence we have in hand. My contention
is that faculty leaving is only one reason

THE
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for a salary increase. There are a lot of
reasons for salary increases and one other
one is what other people are getting, and
that's really why we've had the salary
study done, to provide a broad base fon
looking at salaries and not just from a
single tack." the chancellor stated.
In an interview with Maine Campus
editors Oct. 17, McCarthy said that in
preparation for the proposed special
session, "First priority is salaries across
the board, not just faculty but classified
and professional, and we have, as you
know, put together an outside salary
committee. We felt strongly the case is
worth having an outside set of recommendations."
He then noted, "Feedback seems to be
that there is a gap—I'm not sure how
much—but let's wait and see. I don't want
to second guess them."
Both McCarthy and Neville have been
consistently outspoken in emphasizing the
need for salary improvement in the
university system since each arrived in
Maine. Neville came to UMO in 1973
while McCarthy assumed the chancellorship last summer.
Most notably, Neville has pointed out
the salary situation in his last two faculty
breakfast speeches (Sept. 1974 and Sept.
1975) and in his Jan. 28, 1974 convocation
speech.
Neville said Monday he would not
comment on the UPI report or the Longley
letters, which we has read, because he
believed they were priveleged. private
conversation.
Longley's communication secretary,
Ralph Lowe, said the exchange of lette;s
was made available as part of Longley's
attempt to open the budget preparation
process to the news media for study. The
letters and the budget papers with them
were not available for public review.
Lowe said only two reporters, Leary of
UPI and Dan Simpson of the Kennebec
Journal, went through the available
material. The quotations from Longley's
letters to McCarthy were provided for the
Main Campus by Lowe.
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Meeting the challenge
It looks like Gov. Longley has jumped back on
the running board of the university's financial
problems. But this time, at least he intends to
lend all of us a challenging ear concerning the
salary issue.
The UPI's "misinterpretation"
notwithstanding, the Campus has ascertained
that Longley was neither "ordering" McCarthy

nor forbidding him to speak about the salary
situation. By finding the facts which UPI failed
to, we have shed a whole new light on the
ghoulish visage of the governor which was
presented to us in the wire story Saturday
morning.
The truth is that Longley challenged

Once again with feeling
When we walked out of the newsroom at 2
a.m. last Friday, we thought the last editorial
word had been inked about the Somerset
eviction mess.
We were mistaken. Apparently a portion of
the university population has gotten the
impression that we wholeheartedly support the
actions of the Hilltop Two. We do not.
Two editorial statements about the situation
have been made.
The first was published Oct. 10 under the
heading "Banana Cream Gone Sour.- In it we
supported the administration's right to evict
students responsible for severe violations of
regulations. suggesting that such decisions
should be made by a joint student-administration group. The probl..m was and is one of
governance. Students should have a voice in
their own governing.
The second editorial appeared last Friday. It
was an obvious satire of the Somerset situation
presented as a "soap opera." For those too
blind or too dull-witted to see, we believe the
situaton has degenerated into a farce. That
piece was in no way supportive of any of the
parties involved in the affair.
Finally, a new angle has been brought to our
attention, an angle which we think is worth

editorials
noting. The word came to our offices in an
unsigned letter to the editor.
Essentialy, it said, the student body is footing
all the bills in the matter. The university has

retained its lawyers to take Kent Coffin to court.
At the same time, the student government is
paying lawyer Russ Christensen to defend
Coffin.
The students, you and us, are paying with our
tuition money and our activities fee for both sets
of lawyers.
So it is a farce—and we're all losers in the deal.

Attention!

aine Campu
sbff

We can see it now ...
"Smith?" "Here."
"Jones?" "Here."
"Johnson?" "Here."
And on and on, taking up five or 10 minutes
of class time. Or more.
It's the new attendence policy, soon to be
implemented hereabouts to insure that no more
veterens sneak out the university's back door
with VA funds. Considering that a few negligent
vets have already mad off with about $38,000,
probably the new attendence policy is not a bad
idea—but we still hate to see the revival of an
archiac practice so abhorrent to students.
Attendence taking went out when the era of
student-as-adult was ushered in. And, as
adults, we would like to see regular notations of
attendence of vets or any other student
receiveing aid, kept out of the classroom
permanently.
But, because of the child-like negligence of a
few vets, a stringent policy is now looming over
their heads, and maybe ours.
So line up, everyone! It's time for roll call ...

D)cimEIsimO—HcAsbicpcD]

McCarthy to provide some concrete examples
supporting his statements on the critical nature
of the university's salary situation. Granted,
Longley is skeptical, but as journalists we could
hardly knock that.
We just ask that he be reasonable, as well as
critical—which means that he will face the
reality of salary slumps and the resultant faculty
flight when such evidence is presented to him.
L ongley has indicated his intention to remain
relatively open to solid input from the
Chancellor while evaluating the salary issue.
We greet Longley'E challenge as one not only to
Chancellor McCarthy but to all of us—and one
for which we should all share reponsibility.
the Campus will send its faculty flight study to
Longley as our portion of the input.We urge
anyone else who cares about the university's
future also to let the governor know how he
feels—about faculty flight, salaries and the
university budget in general.

Deborah J. Stint,

Editor-in-Chief
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To the Editor:

Advisor

Arthur 0. Guesinan

Friendship on the backside of the island

‘0,4

Cl

The morning broke clear and tranquil, quite warm for
the end of October. Getting up early. I decided to go to
the 'backside' of the Island, as it is called by some.
Mount Desert Island is divided into two fairly equal
parts by Somes Sound, the only true fjord in New
England. Persons living on the 'front', or eastern side of
the island, at times call the western half the backside
and its residents backsiders. much to their chagrin.
In actuality. I've found frontsiders and backsiders to
be no different from each other, except that backsiders
tend to be a bit friendlier. They all suffer the same basic
problems—inflation, lack of jobs—and their children all
attend the same high school.
On my way down Rt. 102. I scanned the horizon, and
noticed some puffy, odd-appearing clouds, Also, a slight
haze was noticeable in the distance. Seems like it's
going to rain. I thought to myself. Turning on the radio
to DEA, the weather forecast said "becoming cloudy in
the afternoon, with showers later in the evening."
Arriving in Bass Harbor, I went into the general store
to buy a soda. Looking around, I saw much more than
just food. Clothes, marine paint, and odds-and-ends
were all there. Paying for my soda, an older lady smiled
and gave a warm "thank you"—all for 24 cents.
Going around to the other side of the harbor. I rode
through the tiny hamlet of Bernard. A girl about 14
years old was riding a bicycle, and as I passed her she
waved and gave me a big s:nile. It's nice to feel
welcome. I reflected. Coming back past her, again came
the same big smile, the same warm wave.
Continuing. I went through more tiny villages—West
Tremont, Seal Cove, Pretty Marsh. Oddly, each had its
own tiny post-office, giving it a true sense of identity. In
Seal Cove, the tiny, one-room building had a sign in
front, balanced on the noses of two seals: Seal Cove,
Maine, 04674.
A little farther on, I saw another sign—Long Pond

Fire Road. Taking a right-hand turn. I found myself on a
well-groomed gravel road. For a half-hour I drive along,
never seeing another car. Going through a birch grove.
The leaves on the ground were totally undisturbed
indicating no other car had passed for some time.
Reaching Long Pond, the water was crystal clear,
placid, as if it were waiting for me. It seemed as though
I had been let into a well-kept secret, which few persons
knew about.
Coming to the paved road once again. I was let-down.
as my trip through the woods had ended.
Sitting at home that evening. I reflected upon the
community spirit I had seen that day. Listening to the
rain on the roof. I thought of the girl who had waved.
and of all the tiny post offices. Many homes I had
passed proudly displayed the flag; even one small
garage had a tiny 8-by-12 inch flag in front.
I also remembered the night before, when I stopped
at a shopping center in Ellsworth for a few groceries.
There was an aura of busyness everywhere, as if
everyone from miles around had turned out for their
once a week stocking up. And everyone seemed to know
everybody else—quite an accomplishment for a city of
more than 5,000 persons.
In some ways this sense of community is a carryover
from years past. As said before, this area is much
slower to accept change than any other in the state. But
the sense of community is stronger in eastern Hancock
and Washington counties than in other areas of the
state. This can partly be explained by the isolation of
the area before 1900, causing people to group together
in order to survive.
The major problem existing in America today is that
people are wrapped up in their own little worlds, caring
little for others. This seems to be centralized more in
urban and suburban areas of the nation, rather than
sparsely populated areas, like downcast Maine. The
people there definitely have something to hold on to,
and they're holding on hard.
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Classified workers want raise too

V
To the Editor:
The Maine Campus has been
trying to demonstrate in recent
articles that faculty salaries at
UMO are too low. Unfortunately. I hase seen no mention of
salary deficiencies for UN10
classified employees. The average clerk-typist starts at 52.34
hour. or S4.1930 year. versus
54.128 for lecturers and over
SII.000 for instructors. Custodians receive S2.00 hour. or
service
Food
55.533 year.
workers earn about 55.200
car.

True. faculty may spend as
many as ten more years being
educated. but at a normal rate
of advancement. they can re:over those lost wages in 0-8
may work more
sears. They
than eight hours a day. but they
have much higher social status
and can feel greater self-ful-

their
more
fillment from
"meaningful- work.
It is hard for me to believe
that salaries of 510.000 to
areyear
per
51'1.000
••intolerably low •• when the
income of classified employees
is 55.000 to S.S.000 per year.
which is barely enough. if it is
at all, to meet one's basic
needs. To me this is intolerable, yet whose salaries is the
president promising to raise?
The level of education, no
matter what difference a faculty
raise would make, is not worth
the human price of maintaining
wages so low that these staff
people cannot afford to live
deeentk. Our priorities are
badly out of line and ought to
change.
This, coupled with the raise
classified employees were approved for last year but hayen't
vet received, makes me wonder

:
star
whose
Maine C.;m:71.
-
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Where are the 'dull' shots?
Editor
must say that after looking
▪ this year's Prism that I have
rarely seen anything more misrepresentative of a college
yearbook. Where are the group
pictures of every fraternity and
sorority? Where are the group
pictures of such organizations
as University singers. univer-.
sits chorus. marching band.
concert band. 20th Century
ensemble. university orchestra.
and the UMO brass, woodwind.
and string chamber ensembles?
ire some fine photocaphs im the Prism, but that is

all. Which leads me to believe
that the Prism is nothing but a
showcase for the photography
and journalism departments. A
yearbook staff has the responsibility to make the yearbook
represent all organizations of
the campus. If that means
including some ••dull- group
pictures, then so be it. This
most recent edition of the Prism
is pretty w )rthless. and its staff
and faculty members failed
miserably in producing it.
Mark Manduca

Exchange student lauds program
To the
I was ask::
letter regardir.¢ the
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UMO so that
insured.
This program is a grea:
experience for anyone. and I
would recommend any students

Spalding kicks `Open those doors'
To the Editor:

in a
ng,
we,
rne.
iar,
igh
ons

I would like to respond to
your recent editorial entitled
-Open those doors!!•'. by reviewing the actions and activities of • the Rams Horn Committee during the past week.
On Monday evening the Coffeehouse Committee held their
weekly- open meeting. We discussed our present position.
and the responses received
from recent publicity. Tuesday
afternoon I spoke with President Neville and Dean Rideout.
Both administrators were very
positive and supportatiye. and
each suggested possible ways
of reopening the Coffeehouse.
These suggestions were, that
we should discuss the possibility of reopening with those
branches of the University that
could possibly incorporate the
Coffeehouse under their programming arms. I made appointments with the administrators mentioned. David Rand
and Ross Moriarty.
Before continuing my discussions with these administrators.
I called for a meeting of the

Coffeehouse Committee or.
Tuesday night. The purpose of
the meeting was solely to
inform the Committee members
of the discussions of Tuesday
afternoon, and to get their
suggestions on the upcoming
meetings with Mr. Rand and
Mr. Moriarty. Tuesday afternoon I received a call from the
Managing Editor of the Campus. and we agreed that a
member of his staff would be
present at the Coffeehouse
meeting.
The meeting began Tuesday
night with the aforementioned
member of the Campus staff
member mentioned that another reporter might be coming
later in the evening. This
triggered some discussion in
the group, and the following
decision was reached—that the
administrators Mr. Rand and
Mr. Moriarty) should be approached by- the Coffeehouse
Committee before we reported
that there was any possibility of
incorporation with their departments. Therefore, we would
speak with reporters after
speaking with these administrators. Reporter Jurenas ar-

rived. and was informed of the
earlier decision. We agreed to
meet with Ms. Jurenas after
the meeting. and after the
Wednesday- meeting with Mr.
Rand. and the Thursday meeting with Mr. Moriarty. The
Campus staff member was
charged with the responsibility
of reporting back to Ms. Jurenas that night—a time and
location was established between the Campus staff member and Ms. Jurenas.
On Wednesday we spoke
'with Mr. Rand and were available to Ms. Jurenas. On Thursday we spoke with Mr. Moriarty and followed up with a
lengthy session with Ms. Jurenas.
In answer to your editorial
comments. I would like to state
the following. President Neville
and Dean Ricizout made no
offers to the Coffeehouse Committee: they suggested that we
speak with Mr. Rand and Mr.
Moriarty to see if they could be
of help. Ms. Jurenas was not
••summarily thrown out- by
myself. and that there was
indiscussion-motion-yote
volved. That there w as no
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mention of any "official action••, since there was nothing
to take an "official action- on.
And one correction to Ms.
Jurenas' article—that we have
no way of predetermining the
funding action of student government, only that they have
been supportative of the Coffeehouse in the past. and that

ae hope they will be surilar .
disposed in the future.
Our regular Monday rue:
meetings have always beer.
open to the public and publicized as such. Any decision or
"official action" would have to
occur at one of these meetings.
Phil Spalding
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PARA MASTANA.
1. Write an epic poem no shorter
247 pages long using the
5 words only: cactus. GC..••
Sunrise. Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Los:. Exp:ain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate? map of Mexico into Eng::sh.
leaving out all the consonants.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and
invite all your friends over.
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Honors dire
Continued from Page 1
Thompson said many of the bad ratings
were due to personality conflicts between
the student and teacher.
Most of the negative attitudes were
from students who had dropped out of the
program." he said. "I think they used the
excuse of a personality clash as a
rationalization for quitting."
Thomson and Eddy disagree in their
ways of rating the questionnaire. Thomson
breaks down the group into two types of
people: persisters and non-persisters.
Persisters stay with the program.
Thomson rates their opinions above those
of the non-persisters' who have dropped
out of the program. Eddy looks at the
non-persisters' reasons for dropping to
find inadequacies. These reasons, he
feels, should lead to a re-evaluation of the
program to see if the reasons are
justifiable.
Eddy said honor students need to
become organized. Last week he sent a

letter to the 250 honor students, asking
them to attend a meeting to organize a
student association. Only nine people
attended.
"I think it is valid to say there is no
overwhelming measure of interest in the
program," he explained.
Thomson and Clark also feel a student
association would develop a cohesive
group. Thomson said in 1968-69 a student
association was active for a semester and
a half. They didn't have a center to gather
in. Thomson explained, but the new
honors center can act as a vehicle to bring
honor students together.
One of the reasons Thomson thought so
few people showed up at the meeting was
the "come out and protest" tone of
Eddy's letter. He felt the wording was not
ideal and did not strike a responsive
chord.
"I was very surprised at the small
turnout, though," he explained, "I had
expected at least 75 students." He added
that he expects 35-40 students will be

active in the student association after it is
eventually formed.
Eddy said he feels he is a "rubberstamp" or a "token" because he has tried
hard to initiate changes which he thinks
are worthwhile but are never carried out
and
by the administration. Both Clark
Thomson urged him to reconsider his
decision to resign because Eddy was the
.
only student member left on the council
s
senior
were
rs
membe
three
The other
and graduated last year.
Eddy feels the only way to get an
effective student representative on the
honors council is through nomination by
other students, rather than appointment.
Because he was appointed, he said, "I
could not see myself truly representing
the students." "When I began my first
year on the council I didn't know what to
expect. I felt I had no role and I became
very restrictive."
One problem Clark, Thomson, and Eddy
agree on is the high attrition rate of
freshman students. The method of
choosing freshmen for the program is
based on high school records. Thomson
feels they are all capable of doing the
work, but some may not be psychologically ready.
"Usually, a third of the freshmen
enrolled at the beginning of the course
drop out after one year." he said.
Thomson doubts this will change with the
improved freshmen program.
"Honors is not for every competent
student." he explained. "They must have
a liking for ideas."
He added that a large number of
students enjoy a broad range of exploration but do not like research, so they
drop out after their sophomore year. Clark
hopes the attrition rate will drop with the
help of the improved curriculum and
better faculty. Thomson said there are
about 100 freshmen. 90 sophomores. 45

juniors and 25 seniors in the program this
yeai
Eddy said the honors council should
deal with conflicts immediately. Clark said
patience is needed "in getting people
together." Thomson believes in program
continuity.
"It should not change simply because of
student opinion," he said.
Eddy said if they are too cautious, the
changes will be outmoded by the time the
honors council makes them. "They should
look at student opinion, pull out the
valuable ones, and change the program
accordingly." he added.

HAPPY
HOURS
Monday-Friday
4:30-6:30 p.m.
In the Rail Car Lounge

COCKTAILS
1/2 PRICE

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE now has
over 750 scholarly & technical hardcover
books on sale. Every book is priced at
ENJOY A DELICIOUS PIZZA, COLD BEER, & A FRESH SALAD
IN OUR COZY DINING ROOM

5-12 Mon-Thurs 4-1 Fri-Sat 4-12 Sun

Campus

Classifieds
and

Personals

be placed at the Maine
Classified and Personal advertisements can
Hall. Monday through
Campus' Business Offices located in 106 Lord
to 5 Deadline for
Friday. only, during regular business hours 9
day before publication
Classifieds and Personals is 12 noon the business
or all advertisements
The Maine Campus reserves the right to reiect any
for publication
per word, per issue,
RATES Classified advertisements are 10 cents
are 5 cents per word, per
payable in advance Personal advertisements
Advertisements that sell,
issue, payable on advance, 50 cents minimum
NOT personal ads
Solicit, or are used for any business purposes are

TFC meeting-Saturday night at 7:00
Room 124

Ted.
Bonne chance avec des examins aujourd'hui
Citoyen

MEN—WOMEN, JOBS ON SHIPS, American. Foreign
No experience required Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel Summer job or career Send 53 00 for
information SEAFAX. DEPT E-7, BOX 2049. Port
Angeles, Washington 98362

Gorilla,
My crculation was really poor while you were
gone Welcome back bee
Ed

John,
PIANO LESSONS--Can teach styles like Elton
Ramsey Lewis, Leon Russell 947-7135.

Mom and Dad—
See you at dinner Wednesday night Should
I serve Grammy's fish chowder,
Islander

SALE-Compact Longines Symphonette Stereo, portable. $30 1975 Prisim $6 00581-7381. 206 Estabrooke

ally
These quality reference, technical & scholarly books were origin
from
save
can
published at prices ranging from $5.00 to $19.95. You
urge you to
60% - 90%. There are only a few copies of each title, so we
table.
come in now and check our sales

SUBJECTS BY THE DOZEN!
TITLES BY THE HUNDREDS
S C.', PHILOSOPHY
HISTORY LI SOCIOLOGY Li ART Li ECONOMIC
0
HEALTH
ENCE
MATHEMATICS 0EDUCATION OSCI
SPEECH OLAW OECOLOGY OTRAVEL OPOLITICAL SCIENCE
RELIGION OBUSINESS 0FINANCE 0ENGINEERING
LITERATURE I:PSYCHOLOGY OLANGUAGES DMUSIC
LJ MORE, MORE, MORE
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Sport
Women's field hockey succumbs
to Bates in state tournament 3-1
It was a disappointing weekend for the
women's field hockey team as they lost
the Maine state tourney to Bates by a 3-1
score.
This is the women's second consecutive
second place finish after winning the
'states' in 1972 and 1973. Varsity coach
Jeanne Walsh commented, "They got to
the ball before we did. They displayed
good skills and just outplayed us." The
girls made a gallant try but it seemed that
luck was against them. "We had a goal
called back (in the Bates match) on us and
we tried to click but it was too late," she
stated.
In Friday's action, UMO easily defeated
Nassau 14-0 as Lynn Shostak led all
scorers and the entire forward line scored
at least once. "Not a very good workout
for my defensive team", added Walsh.
The big game came against the highly

rated Bowdoin squad which Maine had
previously bested 3-1 in regular season
play. Happily, Walsh's women slipped by
Bowdoin 1-0, with Lynn Shostak scoring
the only goal in the first period as the
second half was spent holding off a
dramatic Polar Bear rush.
On Saturday, it finally came down to
Bates and Maine in this single elimination
tournament. Paula Noyes was the lone
Black Bear scorer and Bates came away
with the victory and the tourney's only
trophy. Bates took the 'states' last year.
too.
Still, the women have been granted
another chance to prove themselves as
they have been invited to play in the
regionals at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. November 13, 14, and
IS. "I thought the girls deserve this
chance because of their 11-2 record" said
Walsh.

Swimmers will head south
This Christmas Vacation the UMO
Men's and Women's swim teams will be
training at the University of Miami
natorium. The vacation training period is
the most crucial point in the year because.
it serves as the foundation for the entire
season's conditioning.
"The success or failure of a team often
is determined by what is accomplished
during this period," related Coach Wren.
This is especially true in New England
extended
where Christmas is often
vacation lasting four weeks or more and

conditioning is lost because of the long
lay-off.
The most important element of the trip
is the long course training in a 50-meter
pool which allows swimmers to do more
swimming and less turning than a 25-yard
pool. The opportunity to swim long
courses, greatly speeds up the process of
conditioning.
o pay for the trip, swimmers will be
selling fresh Florida citrus fruit during the
next 2-3 weeks.

j0111141WA
illaiNTAIN SHOP
Quality outdoor equipment for all
Clothing, bootsi xseasons.
country sins, packs, rock-climbing
equip., accessories
corner of Mount Desert and Main Streets
Bar Harbor, MAINE 707-288-3700
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

champion, whose outstanding scores are
comparable to those of some of the best
shooters on the team.

by Nancy Osborne
One of the most consistently outstanding teams that the University of Maine has
engendered is the rifle team. Since 1959.
the Maine shapshooters have earned the
title of New England champion twelve
times and currently hold records for the
highest team and individual scores for
collegiate competition throughout New
England.

Maine has only one more hcme match
this season, while its next match is at MIT
on November 8.

this year's team had an auspicious
beginning, coming out victorious in both
pre-season and National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) matches. In
pre-season competition. Maine defeated
MIT. Dartmouth. and rival Norwich. The
season officially began on Oct. 18 when
the. outclassed Dartmouth team travelec
Maine only to be defeated again, 2,195 to
1.945.

Returning on this year's team are seven
lettermen, including co-captains Mark
Wallingford and George Putnam, and Lee
Page, three members who made the New
England all-star team last year. UMO's
only two "letterwomen" currently competing in men's varsity sports, Nancy
Osborne and Michele Byrnes. are returning for a third year in the still male
dominated sport. Other veterans on
the team are Steve Fowler. Dave Wellman
and Paul Sontag.

Riflery, which has long been overlooked
on this campus, is finally gaining some
momentum. "I had 60 people try out for
this year's squad. Says first year coach
Sgt. Robert Bernier. "I selected eight new
members to the eight that were on last
year's team." Among the new members is'
freshman Tim Tobin, a Maine state junior

Seven duel matches and two major
tournaments are scheduled this season.
which terminates March 6th. One tournament held at West Point includes about 40
schools, and another is the NCAA New
England sectional finals at the end of the
season.
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Thousands of Topics

THE INDIAN TRADERS
will be here tonight
October 28
KENNEBEC HALL
Main Lounge
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

Large selection of
rings, pendants,
necklaces, bracelets

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE , # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Sponsored by

210 STATE ST.
BANGOR, ME.
TEL: 947-8369

RESEARCH

G.M. Pollack and Sons
73 Main St.
Bangor, Maine

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only

24 tin TEL 821 3850
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Sterrett engineers Lehigh assault over Bears
by Geo Almasi
When the dust had settled and the last
pass had been thrown, one thing was very
evident: Lehigh has an excellent football
team. Unfortunately, they proved it once
again last Saturday by crushing the
visiting Maine Black Bears 51-14 in
Yankee Conference action.
Lehigh, currently ranked second in the
Lambert Cup race behind perennial
powerhouse Massachusetts. was led once
again by senior co-captain Joe Sterrett and
junior fullback Rod Gardner.
Sterrett. among the statistical leaders in
NCAA Division ll football, connected on
13 of 20 passes. good for 230 yards and
three touchdowns and Gardner chipped in
with 121 yards on 18 carries and three
tallies.
Fred Dunlop's engineers, also tied for
tenth place in the NCAA division II
national ratings, came into the Maine
game sporting a 36.3 points per game
average and padded that average by
keeping their first string in for a large part
of the contest and, again. scoring 51
points.
Playing before 9.600 fans. Lehigh drew
first blood after the opening kickoff.
Driving 80 yards downfield in 14 plays the
engineers scored on a one yard plunge by
the versatile Gardner. The conversion was
good and Lehigh took the lead 7-0.
A bobbled snap, resulting in a fumble
by Maine punter Steve Wood. set up a 32
yard Mark Weaver held goal. weaver. a
sophomore from Salisbury. Pa.. entered
the game among the leaders in scoring
with '1 points in six games. He could
muster but three points in Saturday's
contest.
That didn't end the first quarter
scoring, though. Holding the Maine

offense, Lehigh had possession on their
42. From there. Garuner ran for 40 yards
and Sterrett passed to Larry Henshaw for
28 yards and the score. The extra point
split the uprights and Lehigh began to pull
away 17-0.

Joe Sterrett
In the second period. Maine brought the
game a little closer behind the hidden
talents of sophomore Peter Keenan.
Keenan had two touchdown runs of three
and five yards and Maine closed the gap
to 23-14 as Lehigh could tally only one
more time.
Helped by a Jay Kelly fumble recovery
on the Engineer 25 yard line. Keenan,
with Jim Dumont (16 yards) and Mark
DeGregorio (12 yards). pitching in. scored

with 9:47 remaining in the second quarter.
Lehigh. loser of only one game (to Army
54-32) thus far this year, remained
unnerved and put six points on the board
after Mike Hodgson's ensuing kickoff.
Moving the ball 33 yards on five plays,
Lehigh went ahead 23-7 on a second
Sterrett to Henshaw touchdown pass. this
one covering 26 yards.
Maine again brought the ball into
Lehigh territory, and advanced to the nine
yard line, but, on a fourth and one.
DeGregorio was stopped for no gain. The
Maine defense never let up and John
Wardwell (two interceptions and seven
tackles on the day) intercepted Sterrett's
pass on the Engineer 38. Eight plays later
Keenan had his second touchdown and the
extra point narrowed the score to 23-14.
The first half score wasn't indicative of
the contest as Lehigh piled up 285 total
yards (122 rushing and 163 passing) and
held Maine to 99 yards. The dam was
about to break and in the second half one
could say the Black Bears ran out of
fingers.
Maine, after the second half kickoff,
took the pigskin to the Lehigh 30 but a bad
snap on the field goal attempt forced Mike
O'Day to run for the first down. He made
it to the Lehigh 20. which wasn't quite
enough and the Engineers took over
possession.
The host Lehigh team put together
another long drive and 12 plays and 80
yards later, Sterrett hit paydirt, scampering to his right side and Lehigh was
beginning to roll.
Less than two minutes had elapsed and
Lehigh, taking advantage of a Maine
fumble, scored again when Sterrett threw
his third touchdown pass of the day to
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Gardner. The conversion was good and
the engineers, for all intents and purposes
had put the game away for good.
The fourth quarter was all Lehigh as
Maine couldn't advance any closer than
the engineer 27. where Jeff Winter. filling
in for Butch Emerson, had his pass picked
off.
The offensive-minded Pennsylvania
team scored two more times on a three
yard romp by Gardner and a 59 yard
scamper by sub Jim Gallagher which
added further insult to the Bears.
One bright note was the fourth quarter
interception by Rich McCormick. McCormick now has five on the season and a two
year total of eleven, tying him with Norm
Tardiff. Tardiff took three yards (19641966) to reach his mark.
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ARE
AMERICANS
NATURALLY
RELIGIOUS?
Maybe they're naturally, industrious, inventive or frontieroriented.
But naturally religious? No.
85 million Americans have
no expressed faith. Millions more
don't practice the faith they profess. Millions more, every year,
drift away from faith altogether.
If you believe in the power
of the Gospel of Jesus and think
His Gospel still has something to
offer America, then maybe you
should investigate the Paulist
way of life.
The Paulists are a small community of Catholic priests who
have been bringing the Gospel
of Jesus to the American People
in innovative ways for over 100
years.
We do this everyday through
the communication arts—books,
publications, television and radio
—on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in the U.S., in
downtown centers, in working
with young and old.
We don't believe in sitting
back. Do you?
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